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Abstract: Interactions between soil and rainfall plays a vital role in ecological, hydrological and
biogeochemical cycles of land. Among those interactions, the phenomenon of rainfall induced soil
erosion is crucial to the soil functions, as it affects the soil structure and organic matter content that
subsequently affects soil ability to hold moisture and nutrients. The erosive power of a specific
rainfall event is regulated by its intensity and total duration. Various methodologies have been
developed and tested to estimate the rainfall erosivity in different hydroclimatic regions and using
different rainfall measuring timescales. Studies have shown that high temporal resolution
measurements provide a more robust erosivity estimation. Nonetheless the sparsity and scarcity of
such high temporal resolution data make the accurate estimation of rainfall erosivity difficult. Here,
we compare different erosion power estimation methods based on different rainfall timescales for
the island of Crete. Sub-daily (30-min) rainfall data based estimation is used as the basis for the
assessment of a daily data based estimation methodology and two different methods that use
monthly rainfall data. Modified Fournier Index (MFI) is incorporated in the study through different
literature approaches and a regression equation is developed between rainfall erosivity power and
MFI index for Crete. Results indicate that the use of daily data in the rainfall erosive power
estimation is a good approximation of the sub-daily estimation, while formulas based on monthly
rainfall data tend to exhibit larger deviations.
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